
 

 
 

FABER PRESENTS CHLOÈ, THE NEW COUNTRY CHIC HOOD THAT 
WINKS AT URBAN STYLE  

  
 Evoking a retro style but with a contemporary design, the new model offered in four 

versions has a strong personality given by old fashion finishes 
 

Milan, Eurocucina – FTK, Salone del Mobile 2016. Efficiency and design are the elements 
that Faber, the company that invented the hood in 1955, expresses once again in the best possible 
way with Chloè, the new country chic model that winks at urban style.  
 
With Chloé, the certainties of an established style are renewed to create a modern and versatile 
hood, perfect both for those who love recreating retro surroundings and for those who are looking 
for metropolitan and minimal furnishing. The classic trapezoid hood takes on a look in line with the 
latest indoor trends in four versions: old metal, old copper, cast iron and old brass   
 
A fashionable, clean and essential appliance, Chloè contains Italian culture, history and tradition 
owing to its tactile finishes. The special varnishes marked by an innovative formula give the 
product an unparalleled vintage look that faithfully reproduces the shades of pewter, cast iron, 
copper and antiqued brass. But that's not all. The special colours ensure long life and maximum 
resistance to scratches, chemicals and the wear typical of a kitchen space. 
 
In addition to mixing perfection, tradition and innovation within its design, Chloé also makes use of 
an absolutely cutting-edge technology. The LED Bar placed at the centre of the external extraction 
section gives off a homogeneous light on the hob, ensuring very low energy consumption. The Key 
24 instead provides a continuous air exchange with noise that is all but imperceptible. Remote 
control on request and Delayed switch-off complete the functions of a hood boasting excellent 
performance in terms of extraction capacity.   
 
 

           
 
 



Technical features 
 
Finish: Old Metal (Pewter), Old Copper (Antiqued Copper), Cast Iron, Old Brass (Antiqued Brass); 
Width: 70 cm  
Controls: Electronic LED 
Lighting: LED Light 
Grease filters: Cassettes dishwasher safe 

Energy Class A 

 

Performance:   

- Air capacity IEC point: 3 speeds + intensive.  

Maximum extraction 590 m3/h, intensive extraction 700 m3/h,   

- Noise level: maximum speed: 66 db (A); intensive speed, 69 db (A) 
 
 

Technological benefits: 
 
Delayed switch-off: automatic after 30 minutes 
LED Light: latest generation lighting potential combined with excellent distribution of light in the cooking area 
and pleasing, relaxing light intensity (4100°K), with an energy consumption of only 3W. 
Filter alarm: notifies you when it is necessary to clean the grease filter or replace the odour filter. 

Hour 24:function which allows the hood to be switched on for 24 hours a day for continuous air renewal with a level of 

noise. 

Remote control: on request, Faber hoods with electronic controls can be used via remote control, which is 
especially useful for people with reduced mobility. 
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